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Two single-bonded 2D nitrogen allotropes of the honeycomb (A7) and zigzag sheet (ZS) topology have
been calculated using density functional theory (DFT). The optical (vibrational, absorption, nuclear mag-
netic resonance), thermodynamic and elastic properties of the A7 and ZS sheets have been calculated for
the first time. The band structure calculation have revealed a semiconducting nature of the ZS sheet with
a direct gap of 1.246 eV, while the A7monolayer behaves as an insulator with an indirect gap of 3.842 eV.
Phonon dispersion calculations have justified these structures as vibrationally stable 2D materials. The IR
spectroscopy completely failed in the characterization of the studied materials, while the Raman spec-
troscopy can be effectively applied for the experimental spectral identification. The absorption spectra
demonstrate complete opacity of the A7 and ZS monolayers to the UV irradiation only above ca. 9 and
6 eV, respectively. Thus, the studied materials are expected to be transparent to the visible light. The elec-
tron arrangement of the nitrogen nuclei in the studied polynitrogen sheets is denser compared to the N2

molecule which follows from the calculation of the values of magnetic shielding tensors. The elastic con-
stants reveal a robust mechanical stability of the studied 2D nitrogen allotropes. The Young moduli val-
ues are only twice as lower than that of the graphene molecule.

� 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The discovery of graphene has opened up new horizons in the
field of materials science [1]. This was the start of a new era for
two-dimensional (2D) structures, which still attract a sustainable
remarkable attention of both theorists and experimentalists [2].
In the family of 2D materials, nitrogen became an outcast for a long
time. This is because of a very strong N„N bond (954 kJ mol�1),
which forms one of the most stable molecules known. Thus, only
in 2014 the first report on the epitaxial 2D nitrogen atomic sheet
in GaAs was published [3]. However, the topology of this sheet
has not been determined. To our knowledge, only one very recent
paper has been published on the theoretical study of 2D nitrogen
honeycomb structure [4]. In the case of ‘‘zigzag” sheet, there are
no direct calculations, except the modeling of layered polymeric
‘‘zigzag” structure [5].

Meanwhile, the modification of various 1D and 2D materials by
means of the nitrogen atoms insertion has been intensively
studied. The aim of such modification is a searching for new poten-
tial semiconductors possessing direct band gaps of about 1.4 eV.
Thus, boron-nitrogen [6] boron-nitrogen-carbon monolayers [7],
nitrogen-carbon holey sheets [8] and nitrogen-doped graphene
nanoribbons [9–12], have been reported. Apart of the planar struc-
tures, a particular attention has been paid to studying the nitrogen-
doped boron [13] and carbon [14–17] nanotubes. The latter
demonstrate an effective electrocatalytic activity for oxygen
reduction.

At near-ambient conditions, nitrogen exists exclusively in the
molecular form. Thus, it becomes obvious that single-bonded
nitrogen species should have huge energy content and represent
the so-called high energy density materials (HEDM). Searching
for potential HEDM composed only of nitrogen atoms was per-
formed using different computational techniques [18–32]. A num-
ber of different neutral and ionic species was subsequently found.
Among the vibrationally stable structures one can find the N3

� [18],
N4 [19,20], N5

� [21–23], N5
+ [22,24], N6 [25–29], N8 [29], N10 [30]

and N60 [31,32] species. However, among the aforementioned
nitrogen forms, only three ionic structures were observed experi-
mentally [18]. The azide anion (N3

�) has a moderate stability, while
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Fig. 1. The optimized structural parameters together with the three projections of
the unit cell for the polynitrogen sheets studied.
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the pentanitrogen cation (N5
+) is metastable and can exist only with

large counter anions. Finally, the pentanitrogen anion (N5
�) has

been detected both in the gas phase [21,22] and very recently in
the crystalline form [23].

Another very interesting nitrogen allotrope, single-bonded
cubic gauche structure (cg-N), was first predicted theoretically in
far 1985 and then developed in 1992 by McMahan et al. [33,34].
Much later, in 2004, Eremets et al. obtained the cg-N allotrope
using laser-heated diamond anvil cell experiments above 2000 K
and 110 GPa [35]. At ambient temperature cg-N is metastable at
pressures above 42 GPa and has unique properties including an
energy density of about 27.89 kJ g�1 [35–37]. Although the all-
nitrogen species has restricted functionality to date, the other
HEDM with a high nitrogen content (nitrogen-rich) compounds
demonstrate enhanced explosive features and environmental
safety [18,38–45]. These compounds are characterized by high
heats of formation, high explosive power, high ballistic properties,
and high flame temperatures [18,40]. From ecological point of
view, this is an environmental friendly type of HEDM, because
the main gaseous explosive product is molecular nitrogen
[18,39,46].

2. Computational details

The calculations presented in this paper have been performed
using Cambridge Serial Total Energy Package (CASTEP) module
[47] implemented in Materials Studio 7.0 program suite [48].
Exchange and correlation interactions were described using the
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) approach with the
functional parameterized by Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [49].
To describe the electron-core interactions, a norm-conserving
pseudopotential in reciprocal space has been used entirely. For cal-
culations, the electronic wave functions have been expanded in a
plane wave basis set with an energy cutoff of 1000 eV (73 Ry).
The Monkhorst-Pack k-point sampling scheme with a
6 � 6 � 2 k-point grid for supercell has been specified during all
the calculations, except phonon dispersion. A denser k-point mesh
(8 � 8 � 4) has been applied in the latter case to avoid a known
problem with artifact out-of-plane acoustic branch (ZA branch)
evolution around the C-point. Thus, an insufficient mesh size
causes the negative values of the corresponding ZA branch. The
SCF tolerance was set to 1 � 10�6 eV per atom.

The modeling of nitrogen sheets has been performed using the
supercell approach. To avoid unphysical interactions between the
neighboring layers, a 15 angstrom vacuum slab has been subse-
quently added. This has led to the formation of cells of the
P-3m1 (A7) and Pmm2 (ZS) space group. Thereafter, the complete
cell relaxation has been allowed. To take into account the long-
range electron correlations, the Tkatchenko-Scheffler scheme has
been applied entirely during the calculation [50]. This presents
an accurate nonempirical method to obtain molecular C6 coeffi-
cients from the ground-state electron density and reference values
for the free atoms operating with polarizability and volume [50];
this approach has been proven to give reliable results [51]. Thus,
the C6 coefficients are calculated as the following:

Ceff
6AA ¼ geff

A

gfree
A

jfree
A

jeff
A

� �2
Veff

A

V free
A

 !2

Cfree
6AA; ð1Þ

where g is an effective frequency, V is the atomic volume, j is the
proportionality constant between volume and polarizability for
the free atom and atom in a molecule. Superscripts ‘‘free” and ‘‘eff”
stand for the isolated atom and the atom in a molecule, respec-
tively. The performance of this scheme, when coupled with the
PBE functional, is significantly better than for highly empirical
C6R

�6 approaches [50].
The excess of energy (Eexcess) has been calculated according to
the following equation:

Eexcess ¼ Esheet � nEN2 ; ð2Þ

where n is a stoichiometric coefficient, which equals to 2 and 1 for
the ZS and A7 sheets, respectively; EN2 and Esheet are the total
energies (PBE-TS) of the nitrogen molecule and the corresponding
sheet.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Structural features and energy densities

The symmetry unique structural parameters of the studied
polinitrogen sheets are illustrated in Fig. 1 and the packing of the
layers is presented in Fig. S1 in the Supporting Information. It is
clearly seen in Fig. 1 that the studied sheets are singly bonded.
The NAN bond lengths are equal to 1.53 Å which are slightly longer
than that of the cg-N (1.4 Å) [33,34]. On the other hand, the calcu-
lated NAN bond lengths are much closer to that of the black
phosphorus-like (BP) nitrogen allotrope (1.53–1.54 Å); these val-
ues were obtained in terms of local density approximation
[33,34,52].

Among the eleven proposed nitrogen forms the cg-N allotrope
was found to be the most favorable (0.97 eV/atom) [34]. We have
also performed the calculations of a relative excess of energy com-
pared to a-N2 using Eq. (2). The results revealed that the A7 and ZS
sheets have the Eexcess values equal to 1.68 and 1.83 eV/atom,
respectively. The first value, however, is closer to a previously
obtained for BP phase (1.55 eV/atom), while the second value is
the same as for the A7 species (1.83 eV/atom) [34].



Fig. 2. The calculated band structure and partial density of states for the A7 (top) and ZS (bottom) sheets studied.
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3.2. Electronic structure and phase stability

The calculated band structure and partial density of states are
illustrated in Fig. 2. The positions of valence band maximum
(VBM) and conducting band minimum (CBM) indicate an indirect
band gap (3.842 eV) in the case of the A7 sheet and a direct band
gap (1.246 eV) in the case of the ZS sheet (Fig. 2). The latter value
is close to �1.4 eV which is desirable for 2D materials being poten-
tial candidates for next-generation optoelectronics (in solar con-
verting efficiency) [52]. It is remarkable that the VBM occurs not
at the C-point in the case of A7 monolayer. It is known that for
the bulk materials this often be the case, whereas for the monolay-
ered materials the VBM occurs at a k-point, rather than the C-point
[7]. In contrast, in the case of ZS monolayer the VBM occurs at the
C-point (Fig. 2). This situation is similar to the black [53] and blue
[54] phosphorus monolayers.

In order to estimate phase stability of the A7 and ZSmonolayers
we have performed phonon dispersion calculations. The phonon
dispersion spectra of the studied nitrogen sheets along the high-
symmetry lines in the Brillouin zone are shown in Fig. 3. The prim-
itive cells of the A7 and ZSmonolayers contain two and four atoms,
respectively; this gives rise to total 6 and 12 phonon branches. As
one can see in Fig. 3, there are three acoustic modes: longitudinal
(LA), transverse (TA) and flexural (ZA). Within the region of small
k-point values, all the acoustic branches maintain the linear disper-
sion in the case of both the A7 and ZS sheets (Fig. 3). Optical pho-
non branches of the A7 sheet include one doubly degenerated and
one nondegenerate mode. In the case of the ZS monolayer all the
nine modes are nondegenerate.

It is clearly seen in Fig. 3 that all phonon modes in the A7 and ZS
monolayers have positive frequencies indicating these structures
to be vibrationally stable. We should stress, however, that the pho-
non spectra have been calculated using the finite displacement
method with an ultrasoft pseudopotential being a more effective
in this case [55]. It is worthwhile noting that the phonon spectra
calculation using a less expensive linear response approach along
with a norm-conserving pseudopotential cause the negative values
of the flexural ZA branch at the C-point.

3.3. Spectral pattern

The calculated IR and Raman spectra of the studied polynitro-
gen sheets are listed in Table 1. The spectrum of the A7 sheet con-
sists of two degenerated modes of the eg symmetry and one mode



Fig. 3. The calculated phonon dispersion for the polynitrogen sheets studied.

Table 1
The calculated IR and Raman spectra of the polynitrogen sheets studied.

Mode Symmetry v (cm�1) IR Raman
(kmmol�1) (A4)

A7
1 eg 943.8 0.0 154.3
2 eg 943.8 0.0 151.8
3 a1g 1071.8 0.0 447.4

ZS
1 b2 321.3 160.1 0.4
2 a2 408.9 0.0 0.0
3 b1 683.5 0.0 5.7
4 a1 758.8 0.0 24661.6
5 a1 784.6 0.0 326.4
6 b2 823.1 0.1 5.9
7 a2 896.1 0.0 6275.9
8 a1 911.8 0.0 1698.7
9 b2 929.3 0.1 0.0
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of the a1g symmetry (Table 1). All the modes are Raman active with
high intensities, but the IR transitions are forbidden by symmetry.
The forms of vibrations are illustrated in Fig. S2 in the Supporting
Information. In contrast, all the modes in the IR spectrum of the ZS
monolayer are non-degenerate (Table 1). Though, three modes in
the vibrational spectrum are IR active, only the first out-of-plane
vibration of the b2 symmetry has a noticeable intensity. This funda-
mental transition is not accessible for standard IR spectrometers.
Meanwhile, the Raman spectrum is much more informative
(Table 1). Only two vibrations have zero intensity, while four of
the rest modes demonstrate very high Raman activity, especially,
the mode of the a1 symmetry at 758.8 cm�1 (24661.6 A4). This is
a type of the surface enhanced Raman band.

We have also calculated the optical properties of the A7 and ZS
nitrogen monolayers. The calculations are based on the estimation
of the complex dielectric function e(x) = e1(x) + ie2(x). The imag-
inary part of this function includes momentum matrix elements,
which allow to describe the electronic transitions between valence
and conducting bands in a solid (Eq. (3)).

e2ðxÞ ¼ 1
4pe0

2pe
mx

� �2X
k;c;m

wc
k

� ��ep wm
k

�� ��� ��2dðEc
k � Emk � �hxÞ ð3Þ

Herein, subscripts c and v indicate conducting and valence band
states, respectively.

The real part of the function is usually obtained from the imag-
inary part by means of the Kramer-Kronig transform (Eq. (4)) [56]:
e1ðxÞ ¼ 1þ 2
p

� �Z 1

0
dx0x02e2ðx0Þ2

x02 �x2 ð4Þ

A number of different optical properties―absorption coeffi-
cient, reflectivity, refractive index, conductivity, and loss func-
tion―can be obtained as derivatives of the dielectric function.

Thus, the absorption coefficient (a) can be derived using Eq. (5).

aðxÞ ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
e21ðxÞ þ e22ðxÞ

q
� e1ðxÞ

� 	1=2
ð5Þ

The calculated absorption spectra of the A7 and ZS monolayers
are illustrated in Fig. 4. The other optical properties along with the
corresponding equations are presented in Figs. S3 and S4 in the
Supporting Information. We have performed the calculation of
the absorption spectra in three directions of the polarized incident
light. Due to the symmetry constraints, the directions [100] and
[010] are identical in the case of the A7 sheet.

As one can see in Fig. 4, the positions of absorption peaks are in
accord with the band structure plot (Fig. 2). It is interesting that the
low-energy absorption (near 5 eV) corresponds to the [100] direc-
tion in both the A7 and ZSmonolayers, while for the light polarized
along the perpendicular direction [001], the optical absorption is
inactive around the band gap up to ca. 9 eV (the A7 sheet) and
ca. 6 eV (the ZS sheet).

The first absorption band in the spectrum of the A7 monolayer
is at about 5 eV (Fig. 4). As one can see in the band structure plot
(Fig. 2), the VBM-CBM indirect transition is optically inactive. It
is originated from electronic transitions from valence band to the
isolated low energy block in the conduction band. For the ZS
monolayer, two separated absorption peaks occur at ca. 1.5 and
3 eV (Fig. 4). The first absorption band corresponds to the direct
VBM-CBM electron transition, while the second peak is a superpo-
sition of the two close-lying transitions from the VBM to the CBM
+ 1 and CBM + 2 at around the C-point (Fig. 2). Summing up, since
the studied nitrogen monolayers, obviously, must be grafted on a
substrate, their ultraviolet (UV) spectral detection should likely
be done along the [001] direction of the polarized incident light.
Therefore, the studied polynitrogen sheets are expected to be opa-
que to the UV irradiation only above ca. 9 and 6 eV for the A7 and
ZS monolayer, respectively.

In order to elucidate more information about the studied
polynitrogen sheets, we have calculated the nuclear magnetic res-
onance (NMR) properties. The axes orientation and atomic labeling
for the non-equivalent atoms are illustrated in Fig. 5, and the cal-
culated data are listed in Table 2. The calculations are based on



Fig. 4. The calculated absorption spectra of the studied polynitrogen sheets for
different polarization vectors.
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the estimation of the diagonal elements of magnetic shielding ten-
sor (rij). Thus, the isotropic chemical shielding (ppm) and the
parameters of anisotropy and asymmetry have been calculated.
For comparison, we have computed the same values for molecular
nitrogen. As one can see in Table 2, the riso values for the studied
polynitrogen sheets are shifted towards a stronger field. This is
attributed with a denser electron arrangement of the nitrogen
nuclei compared to the N2 molecule. The negative values of the
anisotropy parameter (D) in the ZS sheet indicate the strong neg-
ative rzz components of magnetic shielding tensor.

Along with the NMR parameters, we have calculated the electric
field gradient derived parameters, such as the quadrupolar cou-
pling constants (CQ) and the quadrupolar asymmetry parameter
(gQ) (Table 2). The CQ constants have negative values in all the
cases, including molecular nitrogen (Table 2). This indicates an
axial elongated electronic charge distribution.

3.4. Mechanical and thermodynamic properties

The symmetry constraints require only five independent elastic
constants in the case of the A7 sheet (P3m1 wallpaper group) and
nine constants for the ZS monolayer (P2mm wallpaper group).
According to the Born-Huang criteria, one can express four neces-
sary and sufficient conditions for elastic stability in the hexagonal
lattice case [57]:
Fig. 5. The axes orientation and atom labeling in the A
C11 > jC12j; 2C2
13 < C33ðC11 þ C12Þ

C44 > 0; C66 > 0

(
ð6Þ

For the orthorhombic lattice, the following criteria should be
satisfied [57]:

C11 > 0; C11C22 > C2
12

C11C22C33 þ 2C12C13C23 � C11C
2
23 � C22C

2
13 � C33C

2
12 > 0

C44 > 0; C55 > 0; C66 > 0

8><
>: ð7Þ

The calculated elastic constants Cij (N m�1) for the A7 sheet are
the following: C11 = 156.0, C12 = 14.7, C13 = �3.4, C33 = 1.5 and
C44 = 4.6. The ZS monolayer has the following elastic constants:
C11 = 117.0, C12 = 21.5, C13 = 0.9, C22 = 122.9, C23 = 1.5, C33 = 3.0,
C44 = 3.5, C55 = 0.5 and C66 = 42.6. The aforementioned values of
elastic constants well satisfy the criteria (6) and (7). This reveals
a robust mechanical stability of the A7 and ZS sheets against stress
around the equilibrium positions. All the calculated elastic con-
stants (stiffness and compliance) are listed in Tables S1 and S2 in
the Supporting Information.

Additionally, we have calculated the Young moduli and Poisson
ratios along an arbitrary direction h, which relates to the positive x
direction in the sheet. Thus, the two polar diagrams can be
obtained using the following equations [58]:

EðhÞ ¼ D

C11 sin
4 hþ C22 cos4 hþ D

C44
� 2C12


 �
cos2 h sin2 h

ð8Þ

vðhÞ ¼ �
C11 þ C22 � D

C44


 �
cos2 h sin2 h� C12ðcos4 hþ sin4 hÞ

C11 sin
4 hþ C22 cos4 hþ D

C44
� 2C12


 �
cos2 h sin2 h

ð9Þ

Herein, D ¼ C11C22 � C2
12. The plots of the obtained polar dia-

grams are illustrated in Fig. 6. Due to the symmetry restrictions,
the polar diagrams for the A7 monolayers demonstrate a perfect
circle shape. Meanwhile, a strong anisotropy of E(h) is observed
in the case of the ZS sheet. However, the anisotropy of v(h) is much
less pronounced (Fig. 6). The largest Young modulus occurs in the x
and y directions, while the smallest values characterize the angular
bisectors of these directions (Fig. 6).

The corresponding Young moduli and Poisson ratios are listed in
Table 3. As one can see in Table 3, the Young moduli of the A7
monolayer are equal to 154 N m�1 that is much lower than that
of graphene (345 N m�1), but higher than that of recently calcu-
lated 2D porous tetraoxa [8] circulene (120 N m�1) [59,60]. The lat-
ter value is close to the ZS sheet (Table 3).

Furthermore, we have calculated thermodynamic properties for
the studied monolayers. These include zero-point vibrational
energy (ZPE), enthalpy (H), Gibbs free energy (G), entropy (TS), heat
capacity at constant volume (CV) and the Debye temperature (hD)
(Table 4). The latter is one of the fundamental constants of a solid
and relates to the solid sound velocity and atomic vibration fre-
quency; hD can be expressed in terms of average sound velocity:
7, ZS nitrogen monolayers, and the N2 molecule.



Table 2
Chemical shielding and electric field gradient (EFG) tensors at the symmetry unique atoms in the A7 and ZS polynitrogen sheets for the 14N isotope.

Atom Shielding tensor EFG tensor

riso (ppm) D (ppm) g CQ (MHz) gQ

N1(A7) �62.51 79.85 0.00 �5.217 0.00
N1(ZS) �64.51 �60.33 0.84 �5.848 0.15
N2(ZS) �64.36 �60.06 0.84 �5.851 0.15
N2 �91.33 645.90 0.00 �5.599 0.00

Fig. 6. Polar diagrams for the E(h) (left) and m(h) (right) of the A7 (blue lines) and ZS (red lines) polynitrogen sheets. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 3
Young Modulus (E, GPa) and Poisson Ratios (v) for the polynitrogen sheets studied.

Axis E (N m�1) Poisson ratios (v)

A7
x 153.581 Exy 0.0752 Exz 1.5359
y 153.581 Eyx 0.0752 Eyz 1.5359
z 1.184 Ezx 0.0118 Ezy 0.0118

ZS
x 113.096 Exy 0.1721 Exz 0.2097
y 118.309 Eyx 0.1801 Eyz 0.4532
z 2.985 Ezx 0.0055 Ezy 0.0114

Table 4
The calculated thermodynamic properties (at 298 K) for the A7 and ZS polynitrogen sheets studied.

Sheet ZPEa Hb Gb TSb CV
c HD

d

A7 0.2506 2.6637 �1.4038 4.0675 5.4707 1358
ZS 0.4061 6.5950 �2.9743 9.5694 13.6117 1147

a Zero point energy in eV.
b The values in kJ mol�1.
c The values in cal cell�1 K�1.
d The values correspond to the high temperature limit (K).
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hD ¼ h
kB

3n
4p

NAq
M

� �� 	1=3
mm ð10Þ

Herein, h is the Planck constant, kB the Boltzmann constant, n
the number of atoms per unit cell, N the Avogadro number, q the
crystal density, M the molecular weight, and vm is the average
sound velocity.

The corresponding plots of the temperature dependence of the
thermodynamic properties are illustrated in Fig. S5 in the Support-
ing Information. As one can see in Fig. S5, the estimated value of
the Debye temperature for the A7 sheet is 878.52 K at 48.91 K.
Meanwhile, in the case of the ZSmonolayer the Debye temperature
corresponds to 1229.46 K at 30.40 K. We should stress that the
high temperature limit occurs at a lower temperature being equal
to 1147 K (Table 4).
4. Conclusions

In summary, we have studied structure, spectra, stability and
mechanical properties of two possible types of 2D materials con-
structed from single-bonded nitrogen atoms forming the honey-
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comb (A7) and zigzag sheet (ZS) monolayers. The calculated band
structure and partial density of states illustrate the semiconduct-
ing properties of the ZS polymer while the A7 structure can be
characterized as an insulator. The value of band gap in the ZS sheet
characterizes this structure as a desirable 2D material for the next-
generation optoelectronics. Thus, our calculation provides a new
outlook on various properties of single-bonded nitrogen 2D mono-
layers which can present high-energy density properties being, at
the same time, potential candidates for molecular electronics and
photonics.

We should stress that in a recent paper of Yao et al. [4], the DFT
calculations of 2D materials with the honeycomb (A7) lattice based
on octet stability for the whole family of pnictogens (N, P, As, Sb,
Bi) are also presented. But the characterization of the materials is
restricted by only a structural analysis and electronic properties
calculations. Our structural results are very close to these previ-
ously obtained (the NAN bond length is 1.50 Å [4] against our
1.526 Å, a = 2.3 Å [4] against our 2.325 Å value). Meanwhile, in
the present paper we report on a comprehensive theoretical study
of 2D polynitrogen materials including the complete structural and
spectral representation, thermodynamic and mechanical study and
provide a guide for further study of hybrid nitrogen materials [6].
Additionally, Yao et al. [4] have also calculated spin-orbit coupling
(SOC) effects for orbitals involved in the structures near Fermi level
and found large SOC for all pnictogens except nitrogen. Thus, our
DFT approximation without SOC is quite reasonable [61].
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